ThisThat Brand Lift
Made for Influencer marketing
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2x Gold at the Influencer
Marketing Awards 2022:

Who we are
Next gen
Market Research
ThisThat is the only survey platform made
for social and offers the leading fullservice brand lift study solution for
influencer marketing and social media.
ThisThat launched the world’s first fun
surveying experience and in doing so are
uniquely able to survey influencer’s
audiences at scale directly though social.
In 2017, ThisThat set out on a mission to
make surveying fun and since have built
the most powerful survey analytics tool
within the industry. Their strategic
advisory is revolutionising campaign ROIs
as well as understanding how to attract
and engage any audience.
www.thisthatapp.com
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Best Influencer Marketing Technology
Industry Choice of SaaS

4.5B

10x

Social media users
that we can reach

Survey completion
rates

∞

120M

Ways to cut our
data
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Core products:
Brand Lift Studies
Influencer Led Research
SaaS

Panelists that we
can screen globally

100%
Innovation
Legitimisation
Strategic Insight

The only survey platform
Made For Social

ThisThat’s Brand Lift Methodology
The New Standard
Long gone are the days of simulated
exposure, and thank the heavens!
Frankly it was bull$#*!
Now and only with ThisThat do you get
brand lift data directly from the true
source; each creator’s reach whose
exposure to the multiple touch-points of
the campaign are verified - rather than
some random groups’ reaction to forced
exposure of a single creative. New insight
opportunities are endless; our surveys are
fully customisable and you can reach
audiences across multiple platforms.
Answer questions like: what is the ad
recall actually? Did the campaign get
people talking? Did you shift the
perception over time? Have they
considered purchase and how likely are
they to? Learn anything you desire
directly from the creators’ audiences.

How we measure lift

Click to see an ad example
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Next level insight
Data doesn’t
tell you s#*!
Insight Does

Everybody and their uncle raves about
insight. It’s mistaken with data. Outdated
Brand Lift solutions provide lift metrics only
- that is data. At ThisThat we provide an
accurate and deep understanding as to
why the lift happened; that is insight.
Only with ThisThat can you :
• Segment results by type of exposure:
Compare creators, content and platform
• Compare results by question response
• Test hypotheses and uncover interesting
insight that drives ROI
• Gain continued recommendations on
future hypotheses and data exploration
to uncover any other interesting
correlations that drive ROI
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Who we work with
Agencies
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Brands

Influencers and their audiences

Comparison Grid
ThisThat

Nielsen / Kantar / Boffins

Output

Dashboard, Deck, and customisable survey with 15Qs

Deck and survey with standardised survey and limited questions

KPIs

Any and all KPIs

Limited customisability of KPIs

Delivery time after eldwork

Dashboard is immediate and Deck comes within 2 weeks

4-8 weeks

Do they get Influencer marketing and social?

Yes

No

Can you trust the data?

Yes

No (simulated exposure is fundamentally flawed)

Exposed group and Unexposed group

200-1,600 Influencers’ audiences across multiple platforms and
touchpoints and 100-300 screened lookalike panelists

100-150 Panelists who are forced to watch a creative and
100-150 Panelists who aren’t forced to watch a creative

Insight on creative, targeting, messaging and
why the impact happened the way it did

Yes

No

Strategic recommendations and exploratory
research for continuous MROI optimisation

Yes

No

Exposure segmentation options

Compare platforms, content, creators, paid vs organic, short vs
long form, Influencer reach vs TV and social

None

Survey response segmentation options

Compare results by question response

None

Comparison of results against competitors

Yes. Learn how to retain existing and conquer new customers

Yes (only data, not insight)

Platforms

FB, Instagram, TikTok and Youtube (and simulated exposure…)

Simulated exposure only

Minimum reach / paid media spend

No minimum spend, minimum reach of 30k /influencer

Paid media spend and 1m+ reach thresholds

fi
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TLDR
Get straight to the chase
Case studies:
#1 Food Delivery Service
#2 Taxi Driver Platform
#3 Virtual Reality Headset
#4 Skincare product
#5 TV streaming service
See ThisThat’s Dashboard in action
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Thank you
Dominic Ivison
Co-Founder
ivison@thisthatapp.com
Maximilian Osborne
Co-Founder
osborne@thisthatapp.com
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Book a discovery call
with Dom: Calendly link

